FocusON Mobile Order
and Mobile Payment Solution
As a growing business, Focus POS understands that you can’t always be tethered to your POS terminal. Now, you can
take orders and process transactions on-the-go with the FocusON mobile app. FocusON goes beyond mobile POS to
make you even more mobile.
With the FocusON app, we’ve placed the power in your hands to take your business anywhere—from the patio, to the
concession booth, to the street vendor. Using cellular, you can ring up orders and take payments no matter where
you are, without the need for Wi-Fi connection. Simply open the FocusON mobile app and go. Focus is always with
you when you need it most.
LEARN MORE: focuspos.com/solutions/focuson
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FocusON Features
TAKE ORDERS ON-THE-FLY
With FocusON, the ordering process is quick and efficient. Take orders and process transactions
whenever and wherever you need.

TAKE PAYMENTS ANYWHERE
Using optional 4G cellular, FocusON allows you to leverage your mobile device to take payments even
without a Wi-Fi connection.

ENSURE DATA SECURITY WITH P2PE EMV CERTIFIED SOLUTION
The FocusON app is a Point to Point Encrypted EMV-certified solution, so you can process secure chip
payments and keep customer data protected.

EMAIL CUSTOMER RECEIPTS
Eliminate paper waste, reduce paper costs, and create a greener, more sustainable space by using
FocusON to email your customers a copy of their receipt.

CAPTURE CUSTOMER FEEDBACK
Yelp has changed the way guests choose where to eat. Improve your customer experience and reduce
the amount of poor online reviews with FocusON. FocusON prompts customers to rate their visit,
giving you invaluable feedback for improving your customer experience.

Additional Features
• Start a check
• Pick up an existing check
• Split checks

• Process digital wallet payments
like Google Pay and Apple Pay
• Support multiple seats

• Easy and intuitive interface
• Leverage signature capture
when necessary

Locate a Dealer

Contact Us

Connect With Us

Call or e-mail us for information about
how you can become an authorized dealer
of our products. We look forward to having
you on the Focus team!

For more than 20 years, Focus
POS Systems has provided
restaurant management software
to hospitality establishments.
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